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Privileged Access Management 
(PAM) is a crucial issue for compa-
nies of any size. As an important 
security measure, it helps to guar-
antee the protection of sensitive 
data and systems and to avert 
internal and external threats.  

In this Practice Guide for Privi-
leged Access Management solu-
tions, we demonstrate why it is 
important to operate a PAM sys-
tem for IT security and how to de-
ploy it in order to minimize risks 
and guarantee adherence to com-

pliance guidelines. 

We consider various PAM solu-
tions, their functions and practical 
steps for implementation in enter-
prises.

Attack Chain

In today’s digital world, manage-
ment and control of access to IT 
resources is vital to avert security 
breaches and to prevent unau-
thorized users or cyber criminals 
from gaining access to confidential 
information. 

The focus is on highly privileged 
users and system authorizations 
as they are prone to the high-
est damage risk. Companies are 

forced to manage privileged ac-
counts and access rights to such 
an extent that they are only avail-
able to authorized users. 

Implementing an effective Privi-
leged Access Management solu-
tion enables companies to en-
hance their security by creating 
traceability and control over ad-
ministrative sessions while inte-
grating threat protection meas-

ures such as access control and 
user analysis into their IT systems.

1. Introduction



Privileged Access Management 
(PAM) is important to protect IT 
resources against cyber attacks 
and to fulfil compliance require-
ments.

• According to a study conducted 
by CyberArk, 74% of all securi-
ty breaches result from abuse of 
privileged access.

• A survey by Thycotic revealed 
that 52% of the companies 
have no strategy for the man-
agement of privileged access.

• The same survey also showed 
that70% of the respondents 
believe that management of 
privileged accesses is very im-
portant or crucial for their com-
pany.

• According to Gartner, 80% of 
the enterprises will deploy tools 
and processes for Privileged Ac-
cess Management by 2025 to 
control access to infrastructure 
and applications compared to 
50% in 2020.

Privileged Access Management 
(PAM) plays a crucial role in cyber 
attack protection by controlling 
and monitoring access to critical 
IT resources and sensitive data.

An effective PAM solution identi-
fies privileged accounts, such as 
system administrators or execu-
tive staff, and ensures that only 

authorized users are granted ac-
cess to these accounts. 

This limits the points of attack for 
hackers and prevents their unau-
thorized access to confidential in-
formation or systems. 

An example for the importance of 
PAM for cyber security: In an at-

tack on a retail company, hackers 
gained access to the company’s 
network by using login credentials 
of a supplier who did not have suf-
ficiently secured privileged access 
rights. 

2. Why Is Privileged Access Management (PAM) Important?

2.1 Cyber Attack Protection



By successfully compromising the 
login credentials, the attackers 
were able to steal the data of mil-
lions of customers, which caused 
an enormous financial loss and a 
significant damage to the compa-
ny’s image. In this scenario, a PAM 
solution could have helped to de-
tect the unauthorized access to 
the network and to initiate coun-
termeasures in time. Furthermore, 
cyber attacks are not limited to ex-
ternal threats. Internal threats like 
negligently or maliciously acting 

employees may also 
have devastating con-
sequences for a com-
pany. 

Even in such cases, 
PAM solutions can 
help to minimize these 
risks and ensure that 
employees are only 
granted authorizations 
that are absolutely 
necessary for their relevant areas 
of responsibility. This also reduces 

the risk of data leaks or incorrect 
configurations due to a human er-
ror.

Fulfilling compliance require-
ments is an essential aspect for 
companies to ensure that their IT 
resources and systems are in line 
with applicable laws, regulations 
and security standards. 

PAM solutions for example help 
organizations to implement the 
principle of least privilege by en-
suring that employees and system 
administrators only have access to 

resources that are indispensable 
for their work.
Another important aspect of com-
pliance requirements is the trace-
ability of administrative sessions. 
This means that all actions of priv-
ileged users in the system must be 
properly logged and monitored 
to prevent users from making un-
wanted changes or tampering. 

PAM solutions provide compre-

hensive auditing and monitoring 
capabilities that enable security 
officers to gain a detailed over-
view of all privileged accesses and 
activities within their infrastruc-
ture.

2.2 Fulfilment of Compliance Requirements

Some of the most important regulatory requirements supported by PAM include:

• ISO/IEC 27001: This international standard for information security management (ISM) provides a 
framework for the protection of confidential information. PAM solutions support the compliance with 
ISO/IEC 27001 by controlling and monitoring access to critical systems and data.

• Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA): HIPAA is a US law regulating the protec-
tion and confidentiality of patient data in the healthcare sector. PAM solutions help to control and trace 
access to Protected Health Information (PHI).

• Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX): This US law aims to prevent fraud in listed companies by improving transpar-
ency and corporate governance. PAM solutions support compliance with SOX requirements by manag-
ing access to financial systems and information.

• Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS): PCI-DSS is a security standard for organiza-
tions that process credit card transactions. PAM solutions support compliance with PCI-DSS by restrict-
ing and logging access to credit card information and other sensitive data.



PAM solutions provide different 
features, including password man-
agement, access management, 

monitoring and auditing as well as 
automation of processes to guar-
antee the security and compliance 

of privileged accounts.

3. Features of PAM Solutions

• Data protection laws: Data protection laws regulate the protection of data in general, in particular the 
protection of personal data. PAM solutions support their compliance by managing and logging access to 
personal data.

• General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR): The GDPR is a comprehensive data protection regulation 
by the European Union to regulate the protection of personal data of EU citizens. PAM solutions sup-
port compliance with the GDPR by managing, logging and controlling access to personal data.

3.1 Password Management
Password protection is a crucial 
element of Privileged Access Man-
agement. Appropriate password 
management prevents unauthor-
ized access to sensitive data and 
systems. 

PAM solutions offer various func-
tions to guarantee effective pass-
word management, e.g. by auto-
matically generating passwords, 
enforcing regular password chang-
es and limiting the number of pos-

sible failed login attempts. Howev-
er, not only technical aspects are 
important, employees must also 
be sensitized. Regular training and 
awareness campaigns can make a 
major contribution. 

Furthermore, a simple method 
for the improvement of password 
management is the introduction 
of single sign-on solutions, which 
allow users to log into the system 
with a single set of credentials 

without having to log into differ-
ent locations each time. 

Solid password management is 
therefore a significant basis for ef-
fective PAM and should be part of 
every security strategy.



3.2 Access Management
Access management is an impor-
tant feature of Privileged Access 
Management (PAM) solutions. It 
controls and manages access to 
privileged accounts and systems. 
PAM solutions allow IT managers 
to restrict access to IT resources to 
authorized users with appropriate 
permissions.

Effective access management can 
contribute to minimizing the risk 
of abuse or unauthorized access 
to sensitive data or critical sys-
tems. A PAM solution can e.g. re-
quest a verification of the user’s 

identity before access to privi-
leged accounts is granted. Anoth-
er example is the implementation 
of First-In-First-Out access restric-
tions to ensure that only a limited 
number of users are granted ac-
cess at the same time.

PAM solutions also offer functions 
for the monitoring and auditing 
of privileged sessions and for the 
automation of processes. Mon-
itoring enables IT managers to 
trace the users’ activities in real 
time and detect unusual activities 
in privileged accounts. Automa-

tion, on the other hand, can help 
to minimize human errors in the 
management of access rights and 
facilitate repetitive tasks.

3.3 Monitoring and Auditing

One of the most important fea-
tures of Privileged Access Man-
agement (PAM) solutions is the 
monitoring and auditing of privi-
leged accounts. Monitoring helps 
the system administration team 
to detect unusual activities or 
suspicious access attempts using 
User and Entity Behavior Analytics 
(UEBA). This way, a possible cyber 
attack can be detected and pre-

vented at an early stage.

Auditing allows IT managers com-
plete traceability and control 
over administrative sessions, ac-
cess management and password 
management to meet IT secu-
rity policies and compliance re-
quirements. A PAM solution pro-
vides protection of sensitive data 
through access restrictions, user 

rights and restrictions as well as 
confidentiality and monitoring. In 
summary, monitoring and auditing 
are an indispensable part of any 
PAM solution to effectively protect 
IT resources and meet compliance 
requirements.

3.4 Automating Processes

PAM solutions not only provide 
access and password manage-
ment, but can also include process 
automation. 

This feature helps companies to 
save time and costs and to en-
hance efficiency. An example for 
this automation is the automatic 
generation of reports or notifica-
tions in the event of unauthorized 
access to privileged accounts. This 
can help to quickly identify and 
solve potential problems.

Another example for process au-

tomation is the automatic rota-
tion of passwords for privileged 
accounts to increase protection 
against cyber attacks. 

Password rotation can be con-
figured to occur in intervals and 
automatically without interven-
tion from a system administrator. 
This ensures that passwords are 
changed regularly and guarantees 
a secure access to privileged ac-
counts.

All in all, process automation in 
PAM solutions offers many advan-

tages and can help companies to 
use their IT resources more effi-
ciently while increasing their se-
curity.



Check List for PAM



4. Best Practices for the Implementation of PAM Solutions
For the successful implementation 
of PAM solutions, it is important 
to identify privileged accounts, 

implement the principle of least 
privilege and train employees  

Learn more about best practices 
when implementing PAM solu-
tions.

4.1 Definition and Identification of Privileged Accounts
Identifying privileged accounts is 
an important part of Privileged 
Access Management (PAM). It in-
volves the identification of all user 
accounts and IT system authoriza-
tions that have elevated rights and 
therefore access to particularly 
sensitive data and systems. These 
are often administrative accounts 
such as that of the system admin-
istrator, but also service accounts 
or accounts of external partners.

It is important to identify all priv-
ileged accounts as they pose a 
higher risk of cyber attacks than 

regular user accounts. Hackers 
often attempt to gain access to 
these accounts in order to obtain 
confidential information or to 
cause damage by tampering with 
the system. It is therefore imper-
ative to accurately identify these 
accounts and closely monitor their 
access rights and activities.

For the successful identification 
of privileged accounts, companies 
should first perform an invento-
ry of all accounts. They can then 
decide which accounts should be 

classified as privileged and thus 
be subject to increased monitor-
ing. By effectively identifying priv-
ileged accounts, companies can 
increase their IT security and min-
imize potential risks.



4.2 Implementation of the Principle of Least Privilege
An important part of the imple-
mentation of Privileged Access 
Management solutions is the ap-
plication of the principle of least 
privilege. This means that em-
ployees are only assigned those 
authorizations that are necessary 
for their work in order to prevent 
unintentional or malicious damag-
es to critical IT resources. For ex-
ample, an employee in the finan-
cial department should only have 
access to financial data, while a 
system administrator should only 
have the necessary authorizations 
to maintain critical systems.

However, implementing the prin-
ciple of least privilege can be chal-
lenging as it requires all privileged 
accounts to be carefully reviewed 
and restricted. An effective way 
to identify these accounts is to 
conduct a thorough inventory, 
including recording the different 
access rights. In addition, compa-
nies should also train and inform 
their employees on the successful 
application of the principle of least 
privilege.

Overall, implementing the princi-
ple of least privilege is an impor-

tant step in securing privileged 
access in companies. It is an indis-
pensable part of the risk manage-
ment strategy and helps to protect 
sensitive data as well as critical IT 
resources.

4.3 Employee Training
Employees are the key to success-
ful implementation of Privileged 
Access Management (PAM). Com-
prehensive training is indispensa-
ble to ensure that all employees 
understand the need of PAM and 
assume responsibility for the man-
agement of privileged accounts.

Training should focus on the iden-
tification of privileged accounts, 
the implementation of the prin-
ciple of least privilege and the 
monitoring of accesses. For ex-
ample, employees should learn 

how to detect and communicate 
suspicious activities in connection 
with privileged accounts. In addi-
tion, they should be informed on 
which restrictions apply to these 
accounts and how they can help to 
ensure that these restrictions are 
adhered to.

Another important aspect of train-
ing is education on the importance 
of compliance requirements. Em-
ployees should be aware of how 
PAM can help to meet these re-
quirements and of the possible 

consequences of non-compliance. 
By providing their employees with 
a solid understanding of PAM, 
companies can minimize the risk 
of security breaches and improve 
their overall IT security.

In order to guarantee that you se-
lect the best PAM solution for your 
company, you should carefully 
evaluate and compare the various 
providers.

Learn more about the evalua-
tion of PAM solutions and how to 
make the right decision in the fol-
lowing sections!

5. Evaluation of PAM Solutions



5.1 Evaluation Criteria

There are several crucial criteria 
that you should consider when 
evaluating PAM solutions. First of 
all, it should be ensured that the 
solution can cover different kinds 
of privileged accounts, including 
local accounts, Active Directory 
accounts and cloud accounts. 

A user-friendly interface and in-
tegration with other systems are 
also decisive factors for the selec-
tion of a PAM solution.

Another evaluation criterion is the 
ability for monitoring and audit-
ing of privileged accesses. A good 
PAM solution should be able to 
monitor events in real time and 
generate detailed reports of activ-
ities of privileged users. User and 
Entity Behavior Analytics allow the 
early detection and prevention of 
potential threats.

And finally, the PAM solution 

should support consistent securi-
ty policies and offer automation 
processes to enable IT managers 
to easily manage users’ access 
rights while ensuring that com-
pliance requirements are met. A 
good PAM solution can help your 
company to utilize its IT resources 
more efficiently while protecting 
itself against cyber attacks.

5.2 Selection of Providers

When selecting a suitable PAM 
solution for your company, care-
ful evaluation and comparison 
is important as there are several 
providers in the market and each 
of them has its own strengths and 
weaknesses. Start by identifying 
your specific requirements and 
priorities in order to limit your 
search.
An important factor for selection 
is the provider’s experience and 

reputation in the field of PAM se-
curity. You are looking for a provid-
er with a proven track record and 
a good reputation in the field of 
effective security solutions. Your 
selected provider should also be 
able to seamlessly integrate the 
solution into your existing system 
infrastructure while meeting all 
necessary compliance require-
ments.
Our preferred partners like Be-

yondTrust, Safeguard (One Identi-
ty) or Saviynt, for example, offer a 
comprehensive suite of features, 
including password management, 
identity management and access 
control. 

5.3 Implementation and Integration with Existing Systems

When implementing Privileged 
Access Management (PAM) solu-
tions, an important aspect is the 
integration with existing systems. 
The integration with other secu-
rity solutions and IT systems en-
sures the seamless integration of 
the PAM tool with existing pro-
cesses. This not only facilitates the 
implementation but also improves 
the clarity and efficiency of the en-
tire IT security infrastructure.

When selecting a PAM solution, IT 

managers have to make sure that 
they choose a solution which is 
compatible with existing systems. 
Ideally, the PAM tool should sup-
port APIs (Application Program-
ming Interfaces) to facilitate seam-
less integration. 

An example of a successful inte-
gration is the combination of PAM 
tools with Single Sign-On (SSO) 
tools to enable users to access 
privileged accounts without hav-
ing to log in separately each time.

Close cooperation between IT 
managers and security managers 
is very important to ensure that 
the PAM solution is fully integrat-
ed into the existing IT security in-
frastructure. This is the only way 
to guarantee a seamless workflow 
for all parties involved.



Due to the complexity, employ-
ee acceptance and the costs in-
volved, implementing Privileged 
Management Solutions can be 

challenging. Nevertheless, it is es-
sential to meet these challenges 
and establish an effective security 
solution for your IT resources. 

Learn more about the best prac-
tices and evaluation criteria for 
PAM solutions!

6.1 Complexity
Implementing Privileged Access 
Management solutions can be 
challenging due to their complexi-
ty. This is due to the fact that these 
solutions must be able to control 
and monitor the access to sensi-
tive systems, resources and data 
while maintaining a high level of 
productivity. The infrastructures 
provided by the companies are 
often very complex and thus may 
complicate an integration of the 
PAM solutions. Moreover, the user 
groups’ different requirements 

and their specific needs in terms 
of access to privileged accounts 
and management of authoriza-
tions can become an additional 
challenge for IT managers.

For example, it can be difficult 
to create appropriate user pro-
files for access management or 
to define password policies in a 
way that is both secure and us-
er-friendly.. Careful planning of 
the implementation and defining 
clear objectives and priorities are 

therefore crucial. A good cooper-
ation between IT managers and 
security managers is also indis-
pensable to ensure that the PAM 
solution meets the company’s re-
quirements and is correctly imple-
mented.

6.2 Employee Acceptance
One of the most common obsta-
cles when implementing Privi-
leged Access Management solu-
tions is employee acceptance. 
Many employees consider it as an 
unnecessary restriction if they no 
longer have unrestricted access to 
systems. Therefore, it is important 
to raise awareness and under-
standing among employees.

For this purpose, training and 
workshops can be offered to ex-
plain the importance of PAM 

solutions and address possible 
concerns. It can also be helpful to 
present some concrete examples 
of successful cyber attacks and il-
lustrate the impact on the compa-
ny, to demonstrate that PAM is not 
just an annoying restriction, but 
an important protective measure.

It is also useful to show employees 
that PAM solutions do not mean 
that they will no longer have ac-
cess to systems. Rather, it is about 
using privileged accounts only 

when absolutely necessary and 
minimizing the security risks as-
sociated with unrestricted access. 
This allows employees to continue 
to be able to do their work effec-
tively while protecting the compa-
ny against potential cyber attacks.

6. Challenges When Implementing PAM Solutions



6.3 Costs
Implementing Privileged Access 
Management solutions can be 
very cost-intensive. Procurement 
and integration of PAM software 
as well as employee training often 
require considerable investments. 
Maintaining and updating systems 
can also be very cost-intensive. In 
addition, the costs for addressing 
security risks due to inadequately 
secured accounts or data leaks can 
also be significant.
Despite the possible costs, it must 

be emphasized that an investment 
in PAM solutions can pay off in 
the long term. A successful attack 
on privileged accounts can have 
serious financial and legal conse-
quences, including fines or claims 
for damages. By implementing 
PAM systems, companies cannot 
only make their systems more 
secure, but also minimize securi-
ty risks and meet compliance re-
quirements.

However, careful planning and 
assessment are vital when imple-
menting PAM solutions. A thor-
ough analysis of the demand and 
careful evaluation of the available 
solutions can help to avoid unnec-
essary costs or mistakes during 
the implementation process.

7. Summary and Outlook

Overall, the implementation of a Privileged Access Management solution is vital to protect 
a company’s IT resources and sensitive data against threats. Access management is an es-
sential part of IT security and requires appropriate control to minimize risks. PAM solutions 
offer various features such as password management, access management and monitoring 
to enhance system security.
When implementing PAM solutions, best practices should be considered. This includes iden-
tification of privileged accounts, implementation of the principle of least privilege and em-
ployee training. However, selecting a provider and integrating with existing systems can be 
challenging.
In the future, the complexity of PAM products will increase and it will become even more 
important for IT managers to educate themselves on access rights management, authoriza-
tion management, security policies and compliance and take appropriate measures. User and 
Entity Behavior Analytics will play a central role in detecting threats and management of user 
rights will become easier and more intuitive.
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